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INTRODUCTION TO CHE IISTRY 

In terms of the follf causes, chemistry is the study of substances insofar as they are material 
causes. Chemistry studies the prnperties of materials, the different kinds of elemental materials that 
exist, and the ways that materials combine to fom1 compounds and mixtures. Though chemist.qr is 
considered its o\Vl.1 branch of science today, this was not always the case. The study of material 
bodies was grouped with that of motion, the cosmos, and the Earth in particular. In Ollf study of 
chemistry, we will begin by learning a few key terms com.manly used to name the properties of 
matteL For the fu:st half of our study, we will turn to the Pre-Socratic natural philosophers, some of 
the earliest thinke:cs to explore the nature of matter. After this, we ·will traoe the question of how 
many elemental materials exist - from the classical theory of the four elements all the way to the 
domstep of Mendeleev's periodic table. Questions surrounding the nature of the atom natu:cally 
intertwine with the study of the elements. We ,vill cafefully examine the history of atomic theory 
from Democritus and Lucretius to the Bohr model of the atom. In exploring the historical 
progression of these thinkers, we will also come to le.u:t1 the important foundations of chemical 
analysis and synthesis. 

Note that the word "matter'' has the same root as mater, motris,J, which means "mother" in 
Latin. The matter of a body, then, is in some sense the soUfce oc the origin of the body. Just as a 
mother gives birth to her baby, so also the matter of thing makes possible its existence as a body. 
\Vifuout matte:c, a body could not be a body. At the same time, it is vital to ce.member that a body is 
not a body without both matter andjortn together. \Vb.at we often call "matter" is still.fimned matter, 
even if Ollf minds are oriented towards its material. Thus, chemistry studies material bodies with an 
interest in the underlying materials that make bodies bodies, by abstracting from the formal 
differences that distinguish living from non-living material bodies. 

Vo]ume 

\Veight 

Temperature 

Mass 

Density 

Inertia 

SO!YIB PROPE RTIE S OF iATTER 

The amount of space a body occupies in three dimensions . A product of 
its length, width, and depth. 

The heaviness or lightness of a body; the dowmvard tendency exhibited 
by a body. 

The degree of hotness or coldness in a body. 

The quantity or amount of mattec in a body. 

The degree of compactness in a body. The amount of mass per unit of 
volume. 

The tendency of a body to remain in its state of resting or moving, or to 
resist a change in its state. 
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OBSERVABLE AND 1\'IEASURABLE PROPERTIES 

It is crucial to remember that p10pe1ties do not have to be measurable in order to be real 
properties of bodies. Remember from yoru study of measurement: measuring involves Olli attempt 
to tJNa11lijj1 the qualities and properties of a thing. Often this means expressing conti..tmous quantities 
in teems of discrete units . Though the ancient thinkers with whom we begin th.is section did not take 
up measurement and e-xperin1ent as the.i.J: prin1ru:y methods, the.i.J: observations and conclusions are 
still worthy of Olli sustained. attention and reflection. Chemistry, as it developed., tended to focus 
more and mme on the measurable p10pe1ties of matter in order to determine the laws of chemical 
combinations and the essential and differentiating featllles of materials . The tum from more 
philosophical, speculative inquil:y to an experin1ental, mofe mathematical app.rnach will be evident in 
the pcogression of 1eadings. 

THE PRE-SOCRATIC PHILOSOPHERS 

The Pre-Socrntics (620 B.C. to 440 B.C.) were a group of thinkers unite"1 by their common 
attempt to understand the nature of the world (kosmo:r) and the ultimate pru1ciples of nature. 
"Principle" in this context means the cause, source, or foundation (arcbe) of a thing, 01 the reasons 
that explain the origin and namre of a thing. The Pce-Socrntics wei:e therefoi:e .i.11 seacch of material 
and efficient causes of the whole universe. These questions were common among the Pre-Socrntics: 

1. What ai:e the first or ultimate principles of the cosmos? Are they material or of some other 
kind? 

2. How many pru1ciples are necessary to explain everything in the cosmos? 

3. From what material does eve1ythi11g come? 

4. How ace generation (coming into being) and destruction (passing out of being) possible. 
How do we explai.11 the appearance of drnnge in the uni.verse? 

As you read and reflect on the thought of Thales, Anaxi.tnander, Anax.i.Jnenes, Pythago.cas, 
Heraclitus, Parmenides, Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and Democritus, it \\rill be helpful to refer back to 
these questions and compai:e the different answers they prnpose.. 



 
 

" Of those who first pmsued philosophy, the majority believed that 
the onl principles of all things are principles in the fom1 of matter [bu/e]. 
For that of which all existing things are composed and that out of which 
they originally come into being and that into which they finally pelish, the 
substance persisting but changing in its attributes, this they state is the 
element and principle of things that are . .. For there must be one or more 
than one nature out of which the rest come to be, while it is pre.served." 
(Al:istotle, Metoplt)•ric:r 1-3, 983b6-18) 

"However, not all agree about tl1e number and fo1m of such a 
principle, but Thales, tl1e founder of this kind of philosophy, declares it to 
be wate1. (This is why he indicated that the earth rests on "'ate.1.) .Maybe 
he got this idea from seeing that the nourishment of all things is moist, 
and that the hot its-elf comes to be ftom this and lives on tllis (the 
principle of all fuings is that from which they come to be)- getting this 
idea ftom this consideration and also because the seeds of all tllings have 
a moist nature; and water is the principle of the nature of moist things." 
(Metapi?J·sics I.3, 983bl8-27) 

.Anaximander 

"He [Anaxiluander] says that the first principle. is neither water nor 
any otl1er of the things called elements. but some other nature which is 
indefinite, out of which come to be all the heavens and the worlds in 
tl1em.. The things that are perish into the iliings out of which they come to 
be, according to ne,cessity, foe they pay penalty and retribution to each 
other fo.c tl1eic injustice in accordance with tl1e oi:dering of time, as he says 
in rather poetical language." (Simplicius, Co1mnmt01y on Aristotle's Pi?)r.sics, 
24.13-21) 

.Anaxin1enes 

".Anaximenes . . . like .Ana.'!:i.mander, de.cla1es tl1at the underlying 
nature is one and botmdless, but not i11deternlinate as Anax.imander 
held, but definite, saying that it is air. It cliffei:s in rarity and density 
according to tl1e substances [it becomes]. Becoming finer it comes to be 
fire; being condensed it comes to be wind, then cloud, and when still 
further condensed it becomes water, tl1en eatth, then stones, and tl1e rest 
come to be out of these. He too makes motion eternal and says that 
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perish - die 

indefinite - not specific, 
undetermined, fonnless 

w1derl'ying nature - first 
principle., element 

bowidless - -without a 
limit, limitless 

definite -

rarity - bow spread out 
the parts are 

density - bow close the 
parts are 
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CHEMISTRY ETYMOLOGIES 

SCIENCE Greek/ Latin 
Translite-

Relevant Translation of 
ration of Section in Manual 

Derivative: Root(s) 
root(s) 

Root(s) 

,natter, 
n1.ater, n:ia t.cis, f. mother; origin, source Q3: Introduction to Chemistry 

materi.a/ 

co,porea/ corpus, co1pons, m. body Q3: Introduction to Chemistry 

volume volw11en, vohm1enis, 11. 
book, rnll C'volume" deve.loped 

Q3: Introduction to Chemistry 
from the bulk of a book) 

density densus, -a, -um th ick, c:i:mvded; cloudy Q3: Introduction to Chemistry 

i11ertia in+ ers, unskilled, inactive, (not doing Q3: Introduction to Chemistry 
from ars, ai:tis wod) 

flltl!! massa, massae, f. lump, kneaded dough; load, bulk Q3: Introduction to Chemistry 

principle pnncipmm, pancipu, n . 
beginning, origin; foundation, 

Q3: The Pie-Soccatics 
element 

mutable 
n1uto, n1uta.re, rnutavi, 

to move, change Q3: The Pie-Soccatics 
mutatus 

order beauty, the beauty resulting 

cosmo1 ,rna,ws kosmos 
from m:de£, ornament, world, 

Q3: The Pre-Socratics 
universe, ordered whole, ti e order 

and bea1.1ty of the world 

harmony apµovta h.aanonia agreement, concord of souuds Q3: The Pie.Soccatics 

element e.lementein, ele:m.enti, n . 
ni.din,ent , fust principle, matter 

Q3: The Classical .Elemeuts 
in its most basic forn1 

cotnpo11nd/ 
com + pono, ponere to put togeth er Q3: The Classical Elemeuts 

cotnpo!ite 

ato1JJ a. +w,1oc; a+ tomos not cut, indivisible, uncuttable q.,: The Atom 

pan, partis, f. with a 
particle dim:inutive French little part Q3: The Atom 

ending 

!Olid solidus, -a, -um fum, whole entire 
Q3: The Constitution of 

rvlatte..t: 

liq1fid liquor, liqui to flow 
Q3: The C-0nsti ition of 

~latte..c 




